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CASCADE BOOKS, 2014. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book *****
Print on Demand *****.- Is a powerful position a guarantee that a religion will continue? - Does God
take sides in religious power struggles? - Can God survive religious exclusivity and diversity? - Is
God migrating from out there to in here ? - Is religion sustainable in the long run? In seeking
answers to these questions, this book explores the possibilities afforded by playful religion.
Religion has playful origins, but this aspect is forgotten as soon as institutional power becomes
self-serving instead of subservient. Power changes the very essence of religion. Virtually all
religions are distorted versions of a playful original. Institutionalization is religion s curse, not its
blessing. Apparent success hides the failure of religion to be faithful to its original intent. This book
helps find the way back from bordering to inclusivity and openness. Religion at Play is a work of
love, a passionate call for us to let imagination and openness guide religious experience. Visionary
and movingly written, the book affirms people s capacity to thwart power and to make religious
experience a vibrant element in more just world-making projects. --Joao Biehl, author...
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ReviewsReviews

I actually started looking over this publication. It really is rally interesting throgh studying period. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult
to leave it before concluding.
-- Dana Hintz-- Dana Hintz

Good electronic book and valuable one. It really is basic but unexpected situations in the 50 percent in the pdf. You wont really feel monotony at at any
moment of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning when you ask me).
-- Elisa Reinger-- Elisa Reinger
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